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Is Your HMO Killing You?
2007-08

what if your hmo came up with the perfect way to make money what if it killed you tom kanon is an international expert in
nanotechnology who uses microbots to deliver healthcare directly to the organs and cells of the human body he envisions a
world where disease has been vanquished and designer robots police the human body microbots with specialized tools will
remove cardiac plaque carry hormones and enzymes where they are needed and act as portable insulin pumps miniature
defibrillators and pacemakers kanon s nanobot research soon attracts the attention of jack taylor the ceo of omni health hmo
taylor shrewdly woos kanon into accepting a position as the head of the emergency room at omni to tighten the company s
stranglehold on the market kanon thought he knew everything about his field until people start dying at his hospital and none of
the other staff members care as tom struggles to find out why he races against time to ensure the safety of his patients and
loved ones against those who want them dead but wanting to trust someone and knowing whom to trust are two very different
things in the world of global corporate domination fueled by the bottom line

Manner of Death
2023-12-07

in this new fast paced medical mystery thriller from the new york times bestselling author robin cook fan favorites jack and
laurie must determine the manner of death after a pathology resident s suspicious suicide reeling from a devastating encounter
that nearly ended his life jack stapleton is still in recovery leaving his wife laurie montgomery new york s chief medical
examiner to manage a difficult situation at home and an even tougher one at work when a young man appears on the medical
examiner s table an apparent death by suicide laurie is compelled to try and understand what happened the autopsy reveals the
disturbing possibility that foul play was involved and provides many more questions than answers ignoring her own professional
rules laurie personally investigates who might want the man dead and why so begins a descent into a dangerous world filled
with ruthless individuals who will do anything to protect their business interests and that might just cost laurie her life

The First Family
2018-04-17
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the president s teenaged son is threatened by a potentially fatal illness that is rooted in dark secrets from a long buried past
president geoffrey hilliard and his family live in the ever present glare of the political limelight with relentless scrutiny of their
daily lives the white house is not an easy place to grow up so when the president s son cam a sixteen year old chess champion
experiences extreme fatigue moodiness and an uncharacteristic violent outburst doctors are quick to dismiss his troubles as
teen angst but secret service agent karen ray whose job is to guard the president s family with her life is convinced cam s issues
are serious serious enough to summon her physician ex husband for a second opinion dr lee blackwood s concerns are
dismissed by the president s team until cam gets sicker lee must make a diagnosis from a puzzling array of symptoms he s
never seen before his only clue is a patient named susie banks a young musical prodigy who seems to be suffering from the
same baffling condition as cam hospitalized after an attempt on her life by a determined killer susie s jeopardy escalates as cam
s condition takes on a terrifying new dimension is someone trying to murder the president s son as lee and karen race for a cure
to cam s mysterious and deadly disease they begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest levels of national security
returning to the same washington dc setting of the first patient which former president bill clinton said captured the intense
atmosphere of the white house the first family is a riveting new medical drama from acclaimed novelist daniel palmer in the
tradition of his late father new york times bestselling novelist michael palmer praise for the first family terrifying and all too
plausible daniel palmer continues his father s tradition of delivering authentic and high velocity medical suspense the
combination of medical chills and high level washington make the first family irresistible joseph finder new york times
bestselling author of paranoia and the switch palmer s the first family gives you likable characters to root for a top notch villain
and enough excitement to make your hair curl have fun with this thriller catherine coulter author of the devil s triangle double
the trouble twice the action and quadruple the enjoyment this is a high octane game changer steve berry new york times
bestselling author of the bishop s pawn and the lost order high stakes and intelligent the first family is everything you want in a
medical thriller chilling robert dugoni 1 amazon wall street journal and new york times bestselling author of my sisters grave
the first family is adrenaline fueled entertainment that twists turns surprises and satisfies john lescroart new york times
bestselling author a palmer novel transports you into the complex world of medical legal social ethics the first family doesn t
disappoint wrestling with the murky questions of what we can do versus what we should do gripping kathy reichs new york
times bestselling author and creator of bones

The New Reality
2014-05-15

author stephen martino delivers an action packed medical thriller in a heart stopping race to save humanity in the year 2080 a
deadly retrovirus is inadvertently released upon the planet facing financial ruin and catastrophic loss of life the world s nations
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turn to acclaimed neuroscientist alex pella and nih expert marissa ambrosia assembling a team of experts the scientists begin
an international search for the cure while fighting off a foreign elite military unit sent to stop them at all costs guided by a code
concealed within the hebrew text of the old testament the scientists must traverse ancient lands and solve a biblical riddle in
their quest to save humanity from its eminent destruction drawing from both our nation s politically charged environment and
the worldwide economic crisis the new reality follows alex pella on a journey that projects a frightening path for human
existence in the twenty first century

Shade of Night
2019-07-08

superlative writing funny and timely this novel will grab you and won t let go until the final page dr daniel ross has invented a
cure for glaucoma a debilitating blinding disorder he is ecstatic until his psychopathic boss steals his breakthrough device

The First Harm
2022-09-12

winner best medical thriller independent press award winner best medical thriller national indie excellence award winner
literary titan book award readers favorite 5 star seal award winner

Pandemic
2018-12-11

new york times bestselling author robin cook takes on the cutting edge world of gene modification in this pulse pounding new
medical thriller when an unidentified seemingly healthy young woman collapses suddenly on the new york city subway and dies
upon reaching the hospital her case is an eerie reminder for veteran medical examiner jack stapleton of the 1918 flu pandemic
fearful of a repeat on the one hundredth anniversary of the nightmarish contagion jack autopsies the woman within hours of her
demise and discovers some striking anomalies first that she has had a heart transplant and second that against all odds her dna
matches that of the transplanted heart although the facts don t add up to influenza jack must race against the clock to identify
the woman and determine what kind of virus could wreak such havoc a task made more urgent when two other victims succumb
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to a similar rapid death but nothing makes sense until his investigation leads him into the fascinating realm of crispr cas9 a
gene editing biotechnology that s captured the imagination of the medical community and the attention of its most unethical
members drawn into the dark underbelly of the organ transplant market jack will come face to face with a megalomaniacal
businessman willing to risk human lives in order to conquer a lucrative new frontier in medicine and if jack s not careful the
next life lost might be his own

Lethal Obsession
2019-08

dr zora smyth has only one choice fight the enemy or end up dead chief surgical resident zora smyth only planned to solve the
nameless patients case that landed on her operating table and complete the rest of her residency in peace it shouldn t be as
difficult as facing false murder charges from a serial killer or enduring a brush with death right but her search for the truth
makes her the target of a ruthless adversary one much closer to her than she imagines and obsessed with turning her most
feared nightmare losing her reputation license and her life into reality with a larger than life enemy nipping at her heels zora
races to clear her name save her medical license and stay alive while doing so will she succeed or will she lose her life at the
hands of an enemy and an organization willing to trample everything she holds dear lethal obsession is the third book in dobi
cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with
unexpected rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll love lethal obsession

Under the Knife
2018-01-02

a man is dead set on killing the doctor who killed his wife in under the knife an unputdownable thriller from the author of doing
harm best medical thriller i ve read in twenty five years stephen king on doing harm biotechnology tycoon morgan finney is
highly intelligent but shy and emotionally fragile when his beloved wife jenny dies of complications during a surgery led by dr
rita wu finney s grief turns to rage he vows to kill rita just as he believes she killed jenny but first finney will systematically
destroy her life he will take what is precious to her just as she did to him aided by a mysterious man finney uses advanced
medical technology to ruin rita s reputation and bring her to the brink of madness alone fighting for her life rita reaches out to
her former lover dr spencer cameron for help together they must fight to uncover finney s horrific intentions and race to stop
him before it s too late an engrossing story about revenge grief technology and hospital practices kelly parsons is well
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underway to becoming one of the top authors in the medical thriller genre associated press

Bad Medicine
2020-12-15

in this latest medical thriller from gerald clarke futures trader stephen rogers daughter jamie had beaten cancer stephen knew
it but during an mri scan with an advanced artificial intelligence computer jamie seizes uncontrollably now it s up to rogers and
the beautiful young oncologist colleen o brien to find out why and stop the scanner from harming more children a tale of greed
in modern computing and medicine the drone virus keeps you on the edge of your seat while provoking serious thought about ai
s future in medicine and the money involved clarke weaves the latest advances in oncology and computing into this
heartbreaking mystery the children portrayed here will steal your heart

The Drone Virus
2021-01-12

when a series of nameless patients vanish after they arrive dr zora smyth scrambles for answers there s a dark secret chief
surgical resident dr zora smyth is used to the atypical a sister that has disappeared false murder charges from a serial killer and
a brush with death so when nameless patients show up on her operating table and subsequently disappear on her watch zora
seeks to discover why but she soon realizes that the stakes are higher than ever when her sanity is questioned and a hidden
enemy that wants the dark secrets covered at all costs endangers everything she holds dear as zora races to save herself and
those precious to her will she survive and win against the evil that threatens to swallow her up lethal incision is the second book
in dobi cross gripping suspense filled series of medical thrillers if you like page turning non gory medical thrillers filled with
unexpected rollercoaster twists and intrigue you ll love lethal incision

Lethal Incision
2019-01-02

what if you found a way to cheat death how far would you go to protect the secret jamie s mundane existence is shattered by
the suicide of his best friend nick and a brief affair with the mysterious renata why did nick die why did renata abandon him
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jamie seeks solace with his ex caroline and they decide to try for a baby but failure to conceive leads them to an exclusive
fertility clinic here they are offered hope a free ivf cycle if they agree to trial a new drug twenty years later data scientist millie
makes a startling discovery connecting the events that uprooted jamie s life and if the secret s exposed it will shock the world
jamie is haunted by ghosts from his past and echoes from the future but answers are tantalisingly close however to find them he
puts everything he holds dear in peril set in gothic north yorkshire dark swans is a story of love guilt betrayal and deception if
you like jaw dropping plot twists authentic characters and romance with a hint of the supernatural then you ll love stephen
jackson s new techno thriller

Brain
1981

with her acclaimed novels harvest and life support tess gerritsen has injected a powerful dose of adrenaline into the medical
thriller now gerritsen melds page turning suspense with chilling realism as a small town doctor races to unravel the roots of a
violent outbreak before it destroys everything she loves lapped by the gentle waters of locust lake the small resort town of
tranquility maine seems like the perfect spot for dr claire elliot to shelter her adolescent son noah from the distractions of the
big city and the lingering memory of his father s death but with the first snap of winter comes shocking news that puts her
practice on the line a teenage boy under her care has committed an appalling act of violence and as claire and all of tranquility
soon discover it is just the start of a chain of lethal outbursts among the town s teenagers as the rash of disturbing behavior
grows claire uncovers a horrifying secret this is not the first time it has happened twice a century the children of tranquility
lash out with deadly violence claire suspects that there is a biological cause for the epidemic and she fears that the placid locust
lake may conceal an insidious danger as she races to save tranquility and her son from harm claire discovers an even greater
threat a shocking conspiracy to manipulate nature and cause innocents to slaughter

Dangerous Doctor
2019-01-10

john keats sir arthur conan doyle françois rabelais william somerset maugham all were writers of fiction but more surprisingly
all were also medical doctors anton chekhov a j cronin oliver st john gogarty michael crichton even nostradamus the world has
seen literally dozens of them famous writers who wielded a stethoscope as skilfully as they did a pen so what do literature and
medicine have in common is there something about the singular experience of being a doctor that results in a compelling desire
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for communication or indeed catharsis in addition we have seen many non medical writers who have made fictional physicians
their principal protagonists heroes and villains alike so compellingly vivid they keep the pages turning dr jekyll doctor zhivago
hannibal lecter doc daneeka dick diver and of course there are numerous examples of writers who have deftly described
fictional patients struck down by illness in the key twist of a plot ian mcewan albert camus sebastian faulks gabriel garcía
márquez thomas mann in this fascinating and unique book psychiatrist stephen mcwilliams considers the above and many more
in his exploration of the links between literature and medicine with hundreds of examples fiction and physicians provides an
entertaining and absorbing look at how the world of medicine has inspired centuries of irish european and american literature
fiction physicians is filled with doctors real and imagined of every conceivable hue the good the bad the deeply misguided
stephen mcwilliams erudite and entertaining takes us on an exotic journey into the imaginations of doctors and doctors of the
imagination as often as not truth seems like fiction and fiction seems like truth fiction physicians is essential reading for doctors
patients and everyone who ever gazed in puzzlement at the medical profession and wondered what on earth goes on in their
heads brendan kelly consultant psychiatrist writer and senior lecturer in psychiatry university college dublin a fascinating
insight into the inner world of doctors in literature inspiring creative and meticulously researched fiction physicians delves
deeply into the question of why doctors write juliet bressan resident doctor on tv3 s ireland am and author of snow white turtle
doves and entanglement stephen mcwilliams s incisive perspective is a revelation in itself a medical writer of very great talent
is born maurice gueret sunday independent this beautifully written and wonderfully engaging book carries us behind the scenes
into the lives and work of writers such as john keats chekhov arthur conan doyle and r d laing who have given us some of our
most precious insights about ourselves based on their experience of medicine reading this book i found myself being guided by
the author into an easy intimacy with these and many other writers that was both a pleasurable and revealing encounter tony
bates clinical psychologist irish times columnist and author of coming through depression

Dark Swans
2023-03-25

a genetically engineered cure for the common cold a simple inexpensively grown plant turns out to be a cure for cancer and
threatens to make most other drugs obsolete the discovery triggers a crisis of medical and corporate greed that sweeps the
country as the government and the media conspire with big pharma to keep the miracle drug off the market alex farmer a drug
addicted doctor with a shattered life and cyd seeley a research assistant with a deadly secret are inadvertently thrown together
to protect a medical breakthrough that could change the face of healthcare forever amid the suspense of harrowing kidnappings
manhunts political and corporate intrigue wall street corruption suicides arrests and terrifying escapes in the montana
wilderness in the high tech world of houston texas in the political cesspool of washington d c and on a vast indian reservation
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alex and cyd fight to survive a perilous journey where the fate of a healthy planet hinges on the survival of a tiny seed a
critically acclaimed work of literature reviewed as one of the best new books of the year a cure to die for is a timely thriller that
is part adventure part mystery and part love story a novel about two people who stand against a broken world

Bloodstream
2010-07-20

the medical profession requires extensive training and preparation in order to ensure the success and competency of future
doctors and healthcare professionals with an emphasis on professional development and medical education current
professionals in this field acknowledge the importance of residency programs and training in the professional development of
future doctors optimizing medicine residency training programs presents a comprehensive overview of chapters ranging from
the history of medicine to opportunities and research for further exploration geared toward the professional development and
medical training for the next generation of doctors and healthcare professionals this publication is an essential reference source
for academicians practitioners and professionals interested in the education and training of modern medical professionals

Fiction and Physicians
2012-10-04

as the gap between science fiction and science fact has narrowed films that were intended as pure fantasy at the time of their
premier have taken on deeper meaning this volume explores neuroscience in science fiction films focusing on neuroscience and
psychiatry as running themes in sf and finding correlations between turning points in neuroscience fiction and advances in the
scientific field the films covered include the strange case of dr jekyll and mr hyde the island of dr moreau robocop the stepford
wives the mind snatchers and iconic franchises like terminator ironman and planet of the apes examining the parallel histories
of psychiatry neuroscience and cinema this book shows how science fiction films offer insightful commentary on the scientific
and philosophical developments of their times

A Cure To Die For
2011-07-04
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the foetus was suspended in a wide mouthed dusty glass bottle with an aluminium seal neglected vulnerable ashamed a dead
human being stillborn recovering in a bangalore hospital from a road accident poorva pandit a journalist overhears a bizarre
story about a contraceptive vaccine research unwanted pregnancies and a missing malformed foetus in mr hills near bangalore
anshul hiremath returned nri and doctor has set up a research centre to test the efficacy of his new vaccine for contraception
but word soon leaks out that some of the tribal women on whom the vaccine was being tested have become pregnant and one of
them has delivered a deformed stillborn baby even more strangely the foetus disappears from the lab and turns up mysteriously
at an ngo camp nearby following the trail for a story to break out of her ennui poorva begins to uncover a chain of incredible
links she realizes that anshul is just one of the players in this international game where scientists and researchers are playing
for incredibly high stakes and will stop at nothing to be the first to produce the ultimate contraceptive brilliantly researched the
story moves through bangalore with its booming pharmaceutical industry to the tribal settlements in mr hills and finally to the
rarefied world of medical research in new york drawing on the latest developments in the field of immuno contraception as well
as the imminent adherence of india to the gatt agreement and changing patent laws rohini nilekani s first novel is a nail biting
unputdownable racy thriller

Optimizing Medicine Residency Training Programs
2015-09-04

like arthur conan doyle before him best selling novelist robin cook has turned from the practice of medicine to that of writing
popular suspense fiction widely recognized as the master of the medical thriller cook uses the medium of the popular novel to
address a range of social issues environmental pollution gender inequality in the workplace the risks inherent in the common
practice of secrecy in science research and above all the ramifications of medicine s transition from profession to corporate
industry this study analyzes in turn each of cook s medical thrillers from coma tocontagion following a biographical chapter the
genre chapter examines the ways in which cook s medical thriller incorporates plotting conventions and strategies borrowed
from such popular literary genres as the science fiction novel the murder mystery and the gothic romance each novel is then
examined in a separate chapter with subsections on plot character and theme stookey also offers an alternative critical
approach to the novel which gives the reader another perspective from which to read and discuss the text a complete
bibliography of cook s fiction general criticism and biographical sources and listings of reviews of each novel complete the work
the only study of one of america s most popular contemporary novelists read by adults and young adults alike this is a key
purchase for schools and public libraries
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Neuroscience in Science Fiction Films
2014-11-06

great reads for busy people this is a guide to help busy people find great reads in fiction and non fiction filled with
recommendations of popular entertaining reading this book covers mystery and suspense romance womenas fiction and chick lit
westerns science fiction such nonfiction topics as animals art biography memoirs business true crime and more plus each entry
includes a summary of the book its significance and a critique observation comment

Stillborn
1998

this three volume set provides a comprehensive yet concise global exploration of health and medicine from ancient times to the
present day helping readers to trace the development of concepts and practices around the world from archaeological evidence
of trepanning during prehistoric times to medieval europe s conception of the four humors to present day epidemics of diabetes
and heart disease health concerns and medical practices have changed considerably throughout the centuries health and
medicine through history from ancient practices to 21st century innovations is broken down into four distinct time periods
antiquity through the middle ages the 15th through 18th centuries the 19th century and the 20th century and beyond each of
these sections features the same 13 chapter structure touching on a diverse array of topics such as women s health medical
institutions common diseases and representations of sickness and healing in the arts coverage is global with the histories of the
americas europe asia africa and oceania compared and contrasted throughout the book also features a large collection of
primary sources including document excerpts and statistical data these resources offer readers valuable insights and foster
analytical and critical thinking skills

Robin Cook
1996-09-24

innocent lives are put in jeopardy in this terrifying new thriller that asks the question are we prepared for the next epidemic a
mysterious illness with disturbing symptoms is plaguing women across the united states it begins with memory loss and
confusion and ends with the patient falling into a coma medical professionals are at a loss for the cause but one thing remains
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constant all of the victims are pregnant called in to consult on the case of his best friend s wife neurologist jack wyatt has never
seen anything like it now with the nation on the brink of panic jack and his colleagues are in race against time to find a cure the
disease they are calling gestational neuropathic syndrome gns is spreading patients are dying and no one can guess what will
happen next

The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Ultimate Reading List
2007-07-03

the spy coast by tess gerritsen the spy coast by tess gerritsen is a captivating blend of suspense thriller and fiction the narrative
introduces us to maggie bird a retired cia operative who has settled in the peaceful village of purity maine after a career that
spanned across various global locations like bangkok istanbul london and malta her quiet life however is disrupted when a body
is found in her driveway signaling that her past as a spy has not been forgotten at the heart of the story is maggie s struggle
with the ghosts of her past after a mission went tragically wrong she retired early and has been living a cautious life on her
chicken farm wary of any blowback from her past actions the appearance of the body in her driveway forces her to confront
these fears head on she knows it s a message from former foes who still remember her maggie turns to her local circle of
friends all of whom are retired cia operatives like herself forming what they call the martini club despite their retirement they
possess useful skills that they re eager to employ once more their quiet lives are suddenly interrupted by this unexpected turn
of events and they find themselves drawn back into a world they thought they had left behind grab a copy and learn more

Health and Medicine through History [3 volumes]
2019-08-08

mutilated is the second stand alone novel in this dark gritty british crime thriller trilogy a mix of psychological chills combined
with murder mystery and mayhem containing fascinating characters and an intricate plot with plenty of twists and turns in brief
a serial killer challenges forensic psychiatrist doctor colin powers to solve several cold case mutilation murders while di jack
carver investigates a newly dismembered victim is it a coincidence can a criminal psychopath somehow be involved despite
having been incarcerated for two decades and where is doc s lover who disappeared months before from reading experience
blogspot if you like your books well written suspenseful with characters you can relate to if you love horror that feels real and
have a heart for people who are beyond the bounds of the social norm you need to read mutilated like remorseless mutilated is
a gripping read to get your teeth into with an intricate plot and complex characters plenty of action suspense and intrigue for
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any lover of unsettling crime thrillers this serial killer tale is not for the faint hearted nor will it suit those who like their thrills
short and sweet mutilated is a full length novel of approximately 127 000 words it is not essential to have read remorseless the
first investigation in this trilogy involving detective inspector jack carver and criminal profiler doc powers as there are only
relatively minor spoilers regarding that story in mutilated but be warned this unique british crime thriller series will take you
deep into the minds of psychopathic criminals and won t leave you untouched by the experience patching writes brutal
fascinating and chilling stories for thoughtful readers keen to gain insights into the darker side of the human condition from the
back cover of the paperback edition a sadistic killer sends a disturbing letter to broadmoor hospital for the criminally insane
challenging forensic psychiatrist doctor colin powers to investigate several unsolved mutilation murders committed over the
last decade the same morning detective inspector jack carver of london s metropolitan police is appointed lead detective when a
dismembered victim is found hanging from a tree on clapham common neither doc nor jack believe in coincidences what has
this psychopath nicknamed the surgeon by jack s team got to do with doc s past and how can one of broadmoor s most vicious
patients be involved despite being locked up for over twenty years and more importantly to doc where is his lover judy finch
who went missing several months beforehand readers who love this author s style also enjoyed books by james patterson lee
child mo hayder alex karva dean kootz jeffrey deaver stuart macbride val mcdermid quentin jardine stephen booth peter
robinson minette walters and brett easton ellis readers have also favourably compared will patching s remorseless to iain banks
wasp factory misery by stephen king and the hannibal lecter novels by thomas harris if these authors appeal then you may well
enjoy this latest rivetting crime thriller from will patching too patching goes where other authors fear to tread top independent
reviewerthe dark spine chilling first book in this series remorseless has been described by independent 5 star reviewers as
british crime thriller writing at its best right up there with james patterson and stephen king and up there with stuart macbride
and val mcdermid

Error in Diagnosis
2015-08-04

the most riveting reads in history meet today s biggest thriller writers in thrillers 100 must reads edited by david morrell and
hank wagner thrillers 100 must reads examines 100 seminal works of suspense through essays contributed by such esteemed
modern thriller writers as david baldacci steve berry sandra brown lee child jeffery deaver tess gerritsen heather graham john
lescroart gayle lynds katherine neville michael palmer james rollins r l stine and many more thrillers 100 must reads features
100 works from beowulf to the bourne identity dracula to deliverance heart of darkness to the hunt for red october deemed
must reads by the international thriller writers organization much more than an anthology thrillers 100 must reads goes deep
inside the most notable thrillers published over the centuries through lively spirited and thoughtful essays that examine each
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work s significance impact and influence thrillers 100 must reads provides both historical and personal perspective on those
spellbinding works that have kept readers on the edge of their seats for centuries

Summary of The Spy Coast by Tess Gerritsen:A Thriller
2023-11-30

a young medical student notices that an exceptionally high number of terminally ill patients are dying of strikingly similar
causes at the university hospital when he launches his own investigation he quickly finds his own credibility under fire and his
list of suspects growing with a web of violence closing in around him he must race to uncover the truth before his own life ends
prematurely

Mutilated
2016

1 new york times bestseller the addictive prequel to the tiktok phenomenon we were liars the story of another summer another
generation and the secrets that will haunt them for decades to come i anticipated that at some point a shocking twist would
come and wow does it ever the new york times a perfect beach read the boston globe a windswept private island off the coast of
massachusetts a hungry ocean churning with secrets and sorrow a fiery addicted heiress an irresistible unpredictable boy a
summer of unforgivable betrayal and terrible mistakes welcome back to the sinclair family they were always liars

Thrillers: 100 Must-Reads
2010-07-05

襲われた女性たちは皆 残虐な姿で辱められ 締め殺されていた バージニア州都リッチモンドに荒れ狂った連続殺人に 全市が震え上がっていた 犯人検挙どころか 警察は振回されっ放しなのだ 最新の技術を駆使して捜査に加わっている美人検
屍官ケイにも魔の手が mwa処女作大賞受賞の傑作長編 １９９２年週刊文春ミステリーベスト１０ 海外部門 第１位 講談社文庫
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Mortality Rate
1997

three librarians from scottsdale arizona provide library staff with an introduction to the mystery genre and offer tips and
techniques for providing advice to mystery readers in the library they include some of their own bibliographies but refer
readers elsewhere for fuller ones they also include a brief history of the genre to pass on to readers new to it

Family of Liars
2022-05-03

this volume investigates identity discourses and self constructions de constructions in various texts through imagological
readings of films narratives and art works examining different layers of cultural identities on the one hand and measuring the
literary reception of ethnic identity constitution to reveal both the self and hetero images on the other the book features
theoretical and analytical approaches with insights borrowed from multiple disciplines and mainly focuses on the application of
imagological perspectives in the fields of literature and translation and specifically in literary works carried over from one
culture to another it will be of interest for scholars and researchers working in the fields of literature translation cultural
studies and imagology as well as for students studying in these fields

検屍官
1992-01-15

it s simple films need to have commercial value for the studios to produce them distributors to sell them and theater chains to
screen them while talent definitely plays a part in the writing process it can be the well executed formulaic approaches to the
popular genres that will first get you noticed in the industry genre screenwriting how to write popular screenplays that sell
does not attempt to probe in the deepest psyche of screenwriters and directors of famous or seminal films nor does it attempt to
analyze the deep theoretic machinations of films duncan s simple goal is to give the reader the screenwriter a practical guide to
writing each popular film genre employing methods as diverse as using fairy tales to illustrate the how to process for each
popular genre and discussing these popular genres in modern television and its relation to its big screen counterpart duncan
provides a one stop shop for novices and professionals alike
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The Mystery Readers' Advisory
2002

former er doctor peter clement blends electrifying human drama with the suspense of top notch medical thrillers now in an all
too plausible story that could have been torn from today s headlines clement has written his most gripping utterly chilling novel
to date on an isolated stretch of moonlit highway in oahu a woman cradles her dying son in her arms though a physician she
cannot staunch the flow of foamy blood from his body in the days that follow an autopsy draws a shocking conclusion the boy
his lungs filled with blood died of a disease previously found only in birds on the other side of the globe a burned out er doctor
repeats to himself over and over physician heal thyself for dr richard steele a near fatal heart attack in the middle of his own
hospital was the last warning he needed now steele is being recruited into a movement to examine the hazards of genetically
modified foods a job that takes him to an explosive conference in hawaii spearheaded by a charismatic female doctor the anti
bioengineering movement is gathering steam while a powerful company is using genetic breakthroughs to create new disease
resistant super crops activists warn that new dna strains will wreak havoc on the environment but no one suspects that the
controversy is masking a far more frightening human threat from the war torn middle east to an insulated laboratory in new
york from murder in a french cathedral to an act of terrifying violence at a remote hawaii farm a horrific plot is set in motion
with genetic researching opening new doors one man has realized that altered strains of dna cannot only change the make up of
plant life they can create the deadliest weapon of mass destruction ever unleashed upon the world

Mapping Cultural Identities and Intersections
2019-09-26

aftershock and others is the third collection of short fiction by new york times bestselling author f paul wilson hailed by the
rocky mountain news as among the finest storytellers of our times includes the short story that was the basis for the short foet
the title novelette won the bram stoker award its companions touch on the past present and future from the inflationary insanity
of weimar germany aryans and absinthe to disco club era manhattan when he was fab to the rationing of medical services in a
grim near future offshore wilson s stylistic diversity and versatility are on display in stories that pay tribute to ray bradbury the
november game use a sentient killer virus as a point of view character lysing toward bethlehem and pay unabashed homage to
pure pulp fiction in two yellow peril stories sex slaves of the dragon tong and part of the game and finally wilson treats us to his
popular antihero repairman jack at his most inventive trapped in a drugstore with four killers interlude at duane s at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied
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Genre Screenwriting
2014-09-18

this guide for practice managers in a question and answer format explains accounting procedures and describes gms health
authority and other sources of income the book covers payroll pension personnel and complaints matters and advises on
optimizing income for the practice

Mutant
2007-12-18

young er doctor michael sims feels too many of his patients are dying without cause shannon donnelly the congressman s
beautiful daughter believes the police are wrong in ruling her father s death a suicide now they re teaming up uncover the truth
about a terrifying medical experiment involving nerve regeneration and organ transplants it s backed by millions of dollars it s
protected at the highest levels of government but there are no volunteers no donors there are only ordinary people who check
into this mississippi hospital and discover that death isn t he worst thing they have to fear getting chosen is

Aftershock & Others
2009-03-31

in the heat of a passionate encounter ecstasy suddenly turns to terror for renowned geneticist and tv personality dr kathleen
sullivan stricken by a brain hemorrhage she is rendered completely paralyzed and speechless but still utterly aware a prisoner
inside her own body kathleen is rushed to a manhattan hospital her chances of survival slim even if she pulls through the
likelihood that she ll sustain permanent brain damage is near one hundred percent but neither outcome can compare to the
insidious fate in store for her masterminded by the very people entrusted with saving her life as her lover er chief richard steele
watches and waits for a miracle kathleen becomes a pawn in a clandestine plot that runs deeper than medical politics and
reaches into the highest echelons of power at new york city hospital placed in the hands and at the mercy of revered chief of
neurosurgery dr tony hamlin kathleen descends into a waking nightmare powerless to resist the sinister experiments she is
subjected to and unable to cry out for help she must fight desperately to communicate her tortured trapped thoughts to steele
before her tormentors can carry their bizarre and potentially lethal work to its completion ruthlessly determined to achieve
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their goals the secret cabal of ambitious physicians will go to any length to avoid discovery defy the law and make medical
history at all costs even the human life they are sworn to preserve for anyone who has ever had a mortal fear of hospitals and
the sense of powerlessness that often transpires within their cold sterile corridors peter clement s critical condition will provide
chilling new nightmares along with infectious suspense

Public Expectations and Physicians' Responsibilities
2016-07-12

this handbook examines the use of horror in storytelling from oral traditions through folklore and fairy tales to contemporary
horror fiction divided into sections that explore the origins and evolution of horror fiction the recurrent themes that can be seen
in horror and ways of understanding horror through literary and cultural theory the text analyses why horror is so compelling
and how we should interpret its presence in literature chapters explore historical horror aspects including ancient mythology
medieval writing drama chapbooks the gothic novel and literary modernism and trace themes such as vampires children and
animals in horror deep dark forests labyrinths disability and imperialism considering horror via postmodern theory evolutionary
psychology postcolonial theory and new materialism this handbook investigates issues of gender and sexuality race censorship
and morality environmental studies and literary versus popular fiction

Donor
2016-06-21

Critical Condition
2003-08-26

The Palgrave Handbook to Horror Literature
2018-11-07
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